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On 11 November, at 5:00 am, an armistice with Germany was signed in a railroad carriage at Compiègne. At 11 am on
11 November 1918—"the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month"—a ceasefire came into effect.
World War I was over.

1918 - Year of The First In-Flight Thanksgiving Dinner - from Aerial Age Weekly volume 8
To celebrate Thanksgiving and the fact that
hundreds of aeroplanes have been turned over to
the Post Office department to extend the Air Mail
Service under the direction of Captain Benjamin B.
Lipsner, Superintendent of the Service and thereby
provide an immediate opportunity to utilize the
valuable services of military aviators who have
served their country in time of war, the officials of
the Aero Club of America, the Aerial League of
America and a few aeronautic authorities accepted
the invitation of Captain Lipsner to eat their
Thanksgiving dinner in the air on board of one of
the giant Handley Page machines that have just
been turned over to the Post Office Department at
the new flying field opened at Elizabeth New
Jersey.

“The aeroplane will bear a great part in bringing
about the glorious result and in uniting all the
As a fitting tribute to the proud meaning of this peoples of the globe”
National day of thanks…a few words were spoken
in harmony with the spirit of the occasion. Mr.. The following telegram was sent to President
Augustus Post, Secretary of the Aerial League of Woodrow Wilson, including Washington politicians,
members of the press, giants in the aeronautics
America said:
industry and aero clubs across the country.
“We are here to celebrate a historic moment in
the annuls of American achievement. A splendid November 28,1918
victory has been won for the cause of Freedom, President Woodrow Wilson, Washington, D. C.
Justice and Humanity.
We who are having Thanksgiving ceremony and dinner on
“We cannot give thanks for all our blessings board of the three-ton Handley Page post office mail
without contributing a thought to the sacred aeroplane, extend our heartiest congratulations on
memory which we all have for the brave and heroic inauguration of the Aerial Age by the Post Office
men who gave their lives for the cause for which Department. A new epoch has dawned for the commerce of
our Country and our Allies have been fighting.
America and of the whole world. We all join in
Thanksgiving for the stupendous victory achieved and for
“A bigger work is now before the world--to
the realization of our hopes which we confidently believe
perfect the ‘Pacts of Peace’, to extend the
principles of Freedom, to follow up our glorious will soon be followed by results of the utmost benefit to
victory and make a lasting state of harmony among civilization when the marvelous developments in military
the people of the earth and a permanent League of aeronautics are turned to utilitarian purposes and aerial
mail service is established throughout the United States.
Nations.
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AS YOU CAN SEE I HAVE COMBINED THE NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER NEWSLETTERS DUE TO THE SPECIAL
EDITION I POSTED TO HONOR THE PASSING OF OUR FRIEND ERNIE SCHACK.

ELECTION RESULTS
Congratulations to our newly elected Executive Committee and Board of Directors. We should
all be grateful for their willingness to serve the Meroke RC Club.

PRESIDENT
LOU PINTO

BOARD MEMBER
PHiL FRIEDENSOHN

VICE PRESIDENT
ALLEN BERG

BOARD MEMBER
MIKE HAGENS

TREASURER
NICK GUIFFRE

BOARD MEMBER
DENNIS OSIK

RECORDING SECRETARY
GENE KOLAKOWSKI

BOARD MEMBER
JOE PETROZZA

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
RICHARD WALDMAN

BIRTHDAYS

Calendar
November 6, 2014
Club Meeting
November 1, 2014
Meroke Building Program
Begins
Saturdays 9a-12n
Wantagh Memorial
Congregational Church
1845 Wantagh AvenueBegins
Wantagh, NY 11793
November 20, 2014
CLUB ELECTIONS
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2014
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Nov 2 Lou Pinto
Nov 7 Ken Mandel
Nov 10 Mark Guercio
Nov 25 Bob Wohlgemuth

Send all suggestions to:
newsletter@meroke.com
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YOU NEED TO RENEW YOUR FLYING PERMIT FOR 2015 BEFORE YOU WILL BE PERMITTED TO FLY OR
STAY IN THE PIT AND/OR IMPOUND. AREAS.

2014 MEROKE HOLIDAY PARTY
The Annual Meroke Holiday Party will
take place on December 5, 2014 from
8pm to midnight at the PLAINVIEW
HOLIDAY INN located at 215 Sunnyside
Boulevard, Plainview New York, 11803.
516-349-7400
From Queens take the Long Island Expressway
(Route 495) EAST to Exit 46 (Sunnyside Blvd.).
Hotel on NORTH corner of Expressway.
From Eastern Long Island take the Long Island
Expressway (Route 495) WEST to Exit 46
(Sunnyside Blvd.). Hotel on NORTH corner of

Expressway.

BIRTHDAYS

Calendar
December 4, 2014
Club Meeting
SHOW & TELL

December 5, 2014
HOLIDAY PARTY

December 18, 2014
Club Meeting

DEC 2 Alan Hammer

IIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIII

DEC 11 Mel Brenner
DEC 11 Tom Dutton
DEC 12 Chris Mantzaris

AWARDS NIGHT PIZZA PARTY

DEC 21 Nelson Ramos
Send all suggestions to:
newsletter@meroke.com
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DEC 30 Tony Pollio
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HAPPY
THANKSGIVING
Thanksgiving is the holiday of peace, the
celebration of work and the simple life... a true
folk-festival that speaks the poetry of the turn of
the seasons, the beauty of seedtime and harvest,
the ripe product of the year — and the deep,
deep connection of all these things with God.
~Ray Stannard Baker (David Grayson)
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BUILDING GROUP by Nelson Ramos
The flying season is coming to an end for some of
us and for some it continues. This is the time most
of us start thinking about our next winter project.
You might possibly start thinking about that ARF/
ARC or repairing a model that got abuse this past
flying season, or just something more demanding
like building a model from a kit.
What ever is your choice the building group is
there to offer any assistance that you might need
on building or repairing your model.
The group meets Saturday mornings from
November until mid April. We help each other’s on
ideas, working techniques, and technical
information. With enough information you can continue your building project at home and of course
you have the option of meeting the group every Saturday or when ever the next step is needed to
continue.

What model should you start with?
Should you start with an ARF, Kit, Repair, or something already acquired but your unsure of the
model, is it lacking something?
1 - ARF/ARC (almost ready to fly/ almost ready to cover) – what does it take to complete this model.
2 - Repairing a damage model, how and where do you start.
3 - Trouble shooting a model
4 - How to fit new balsa without gaps
5 The big one –Building from a kit.
I received a lot of -HOW TO- type of question through out the year. Questions on building, servo set
up, engines, covering, computer radio set up, wings surfaces, reading and understanding technical
terms on manufactures manuals. Battery chargers, type of batteries, charging batteries. And of
course flying.
The list goes on and on.
This group-building program is for those modelers who haven’t yet mastered building and repairing.
I will also ask those Meroke Members with years of experience to help out, just give a little help with
information and ideas this will help the group build safe and reliable model airplanes.
I plan to meet most of the Saturdays but when I’m unavailable the group will need those members
with experience to fill in. Please volunteer to help out your fellow members.
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2014
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Our friend and GURU Phil Friedensohn sent this article to me a few months ago and I think you will find it informative and
interesting. This is well beyond my expertise or ambition for building but I am in the process of working with Nelson and your
President elect Lou Pinto at the build club on my first ARF build of a small electric trainer. I plan to bring it in for show and tell in
the future.

Rivet Detail Made Easy (well, easier!)
Article by Frank Tiano -Jun 10, 2014
Don’t you just hate it when an article starts off with a question? Me too! But
sometimes it does serve the purpose of grabbing the reader’s attention.
With that in mind, how often have you been to a scale modeling event and
wondered, “How the heck did he do that?” Whether it’s a technique in
painting, applying an aluminum finish, panel lines, rivets, screw heads,
hatches, sliding canopy, or whatever, we’re frequently blown away by
stellar craftsmanship.
I consider myself an average modeler. Really!
But I have been surrounded by world-class
modelers almost my entire adult life, and I do
consider myself smart, so I’ve learned things.
I have been in close encounters of the fourth
kind with the likes of Dave Platt, Bob Violett,
Denny DeWeese, Jerry Caudle, and Bob
Curry, and I soaked up their techniques like a
piece of tissue on a razor cut. Funny, I
remember one time in 1984 when I invited
Dave and Bob to a Christmas party. After a
couple of toddies, I walked them into my
workshop and unveiled my brand-spankingnew Ki-61 Tony — my best effort to date. Both
looked at me and said, almost in unison, “You
know you’re gonna have to repaint that thing, don’t you?” And I did! So enough of the prelude, let’s get
on with the main attraction.
One of the most obvious enhancements that can be done to a scale model is adding panel lines and
some sort of rivet detail. I know that some go giant steps further and add screw heads and assorted
other fasteners, but to make a basic model perk up, adding just those panel lines and rivets can do
wonders. I have given this a lot of thought, meaning, how to make the explanation as simple as possible,
because, it really is simple! The two techniques go hand in hand, but to do it correctly, the panel lines
should be done first. We’ll use the wing as an example but the same procedures will be applied to the
fuselage and tail group.
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2014
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Of course, your finished
model will only be as good as
your documentation. Be sure
to get scale drawings before
starting!
PANEL LINES

A good-looking, detailed surface
begins with using good-quality
primers.
1 To start, you need a clean canvas. A
smooth, sanded surface is a must. Then,
add one light coat of primer. Lightly sand
the primer, backfill any obnoxious dings
or scratches, spot prime, and sand
again. Then wipe the surface down with
denatured alcohol or another solvent that won’t disturb your primer. We use K36 primer from PPG or
Epoxy Primer from Klass Kote. If you prefer rattle-can primer, just be careful. Use a ruler to lay out
where you want the panel lines and draw their position on the wing’s surface with a pencil.

A little package of Chartpak drafting tape can be found
online for about $5 or less. It’s available in range of colors
and widths. But look for the “flat”- or “crepe”-style tape
because they pull off easier. To do an average 80-inch
model, you’ll need about three rolls.
2 Get several rolls of Chartpak drafting tape, and lay the
tape down over the drawn lines. I use 1/32-inch-wide tape
on 1/5-scale, or larger, models, and 1/64-inch-wide tape on
⅙-scale, or smaller, models. The adhesive on the tape is
strong enough that if you make an error you can lift it and
then lay it back down — unless you didn’t wipe down the
sanded surface with a cleaner and the sanding dust
messes up the adhesive side of the tape.
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This shows the panel lines immediately after removing
the Chartpak drafting tape. Notice the nice, crisp edges.
3 Now that the panel lines are duplicated in the drafting
tape, you can opt for the panel lines to be “innies” or
“outies.” In other words, you can proceed to prime and
paint over the drafting tape, which gives the effect of
panels, or you can lay down several light coats of primer,
letting the primer build up just over the tape, then remove
the tape in about three or four hours, leaving a channel
or indentation to represent the panel lines. There are
times when either or both may look appropriate. Like I
said, it’s your choice. In either case, lightly sand and
apply the color coats. The panel lines will be there
forever.
MAKING RIVETS
Rivets can be simulated in several ways. They can be applied with strip of dry-transfer markings from
Pro-Mark, burned in with a wood burning tool, simulated with tiny drops of glue, or burnished in with a
piece of brass tubing. Glue drop rivets are the simplest and should be done before the final coats of
color paint are applied.
Draw the lines where you want to apply a string of rivets and lay down small drops of Pacer’s Canopy
Glue that has been thinned 25% with water. Squadron, an
online hobby shop, has the application bottles with a hollow
metal tube, and they dispense the perfect drop! After the gluedrop rivets have dried, go ahead and paint. As long as you keep
the size in perspective, these rivets offer a very reasonable
facsimile of full-scale rivets. If you figure that the average fullscale rivet has a half-inch diameter head, it’s simple math to
determine what diameter they should be on your model.

Here are the brass rivet-cutting
tubes. The bottom tool has the
correctly honed tubing installed.
The upper tool has a piece of
tubing that has made about 24
rivets and has not yet been
sharpened on the “inside” with a
no. 11 hobby blade.
.
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2014

To keep the 1/8-inch diameter brass tube sharp, I run it
at full power against a coarse sanding stick or similar
product.
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1 The technique I use to simulate rivets is one that
I developed myself after watching my old friend
Charlie Chambers do it manually with a
sharpened brass tube glued into a piece of a
hardwood dowel. I take 1/8-inch brass tubing, cut
it into 1-inch-long pieces, and chuck one of them
into a Dremel tool. I run the tool at full speed,
rubbing the brass tube against any kind of
abrasive surface to sharpen it.
Here’s the bottom of the Macchi’s wing, showing
rivet heads alongside small button head screws.
The odd piece on the left is one of the door
covers. You can see the pencil line that was
drawn for alignment.

2 Eventually, the brass tube will wear down, so I just replace it with a fresh piece and start again. It
doesn’t take much pressure for the sharpened tube to wear through the paint and leave a darn goodlooking facsimile of a rivet head. With a 1/8-inch diameter, it’s the perfect size for any 1/5-scale, or
larger, model. It does require a steady hand to do this, but after a few practice rivets, your brain will take
over and help you become less jittery during placement.
3 Sometimes I make these rivets before I paint and other times I make them after. In the case of the
Macchi 200 I used for this demo, I did them all after painting. I then used #0000 steel wool to give the
finish a weathered look and a pencil to darken the panel lines if the primer color showing is a bit too
light. The effect is really quite realistic!
I realize that the number of guys who
actually “build” anything has dwindled. I
also know that many modelers already
know a lot of these techniques. However, I
can think of a few other techniques that
might be of benefit to some, like fastening
landing gear doors, making perfect-fitting
hatches, simulating raised panels, and a
slew of other stuff. But there needs to be
some input from you — so send me an
email via MAN@airage.com or leave a
post on the Model Airplane News
Facebook page and let us know which
techniques you’d like to see covered in a
future article.
Until next time, your hatch is closed!
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Try and hold the Dremel tool as upright as possible
to get even distribution of the tubing against the
surface. If you are a little off, it will make a lessthan-perfect impression. Some of these are good
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I recently saw a story on CBS’s Sunday Morning program about Alan Turing, the brilliant English mathematician who
broke the ENIGMA MACHINE during WWII. I think we all have heard of the ENIGMA MACHINE and know the basic
story and relate it’s decoding to the winning of the Naval war in the North Atlantic, but what I discovered is that this
event also was responsible for England’s ability to stem the Nazi bombardments of the UK. This November “The
Imitation Game” a movie about Turing and these events will be shown in theaters around the country. The following
comes from AIRLINERS.NET giving us the story of Alan Turing and the process of how the Enigma Machine was
broken and about the man who was instrumental in the development of the modern computer.

Alan Turing was born 100 years ago and died young - in 1954. He's virtually
unknown nowadays, and was never very 'famous' even during his lifetime. But
everyone who, like me, lived through the Second World War (well, I was born in
October 1939, I missed the first month or so!) owes him a very great debt. And
so, really, does everyone else - because he played a very significant part in
preventing Nazi Germany from subjecting Europe to what Churchill vividly
described as 'a new Dark Age.' And we A.Netters arguably owe him another
significant debt; he took science about 80% of the way to inventing the
computer........
It all goes back to a thing called 'Enigma' - a code that the Germans used
which, for the first year or so of WW2, was genuinely 'unbreakable.' Turing and
his colleagues (at a place called Bletchley Park) DID manage to break it - so
that, henceforward, any German bombers who ventured over England found the
fighters waiting; and people like me had to put up only with 'nuisance raids' by fast light bombers, rather
than the heavy 'blitzes' Poland, France, the Low Countries, and Britain had to put up with in 1940.
What's more, the technological approach that Turing 'dreamt up' in the field of code-breaking set out a path
that led directly to what we now call 'computer technology.'
Unfortunately, Turing lived in the days when being gay (not that I am) was practically a crime. Once his
wartime 'usefulness' was over, he had a lot of difficulties in pursuing his career; and died young, in 1954, of
cyanide poisoning. That COULD have been suicide, or it COULD have been an accident.
Anyway, lots of stuff on the Net about him for anyone who's interested; I'll just put on a link to the best short
article I found about him - hope it's of interest:http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/20...n-turing-science-museum-exhibition
And I'd like to offer him (sure he's on the Net up there!) my personal thanks. One of my most vivid memories
is of playing in the front garden (probably in 1944) with my older brother when a German fighter-bomber (I
was later told that it was an ME110) came over low, pursued by Spitfires, and dropped its bombs on what
must have looked like a military camp (but was in fact a prison camp) just north of our Hertfordshire village only half-a-mile from us. As it happens, we had Italian prisoners-of-war mending the road outside our house,
and Germans cutting the hedgerows. The Italians shouted warnings, and a couple of the Germans (still
proudly wearing their threadbare Afrika Korps uniforms) rushed into the garden, threw us flat on the ground,
and laid on top of us.......
An early example of 'European Unity.' What's more, but for Turing, there wouldn't have been just one of
them, there'd have been a dozen or more; and they'd have flattened the camp AND the village........
I've probably said enough - maybe too much........ I'll shut up now and let people make up their own minds.
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